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We truly believe that buying something is more than just 
the sum of its products - it’s an experience that promises 
to surprise, amaze and amuse oneself once received. For 
us, shopping isn’t merely about looking at the price tag; 
it’s something that can offer real value to our customers. 

Our inspiration lies in our love for fashion, for nature 
and the world around us. Keeping international 
sensibilities, cultures, fashion and mood, our products 
are a culmination of our creative expression. SAHI 
will always try to achieve mastery in its creations.

This is what makes SAHI so special!

So join us as we explore what inspires 
SAHI to truly Stay Beautiful!

Welcome to Love Sahi 
Autumn/Winter 2019



Thumbelina
This magical tale sets nature as the backdrop to a 
romantic and floral celebration. Fall in love with this 
beautiful collection, inspired by the famous fairytale.



“But when he saw Thumbelina, he was delighted, for 
she was the most beautiful girl he had ever seen. So 
he took his golden crown from off his head and put it 
on hers, asking her her name, and if she would be his 
wife - then she would be queen of all the flowers.”

Thumbelina - Hans Christian Andersen, 1835



Royalty
We were inspired by the crown jewels of the British 
Royal Family to create this elegant collection. The 
famous and beautiful lotus flower tiara that started 
life as a wedding gift to the Queen Mother.





A beautiful necklace was given to the British Queen 
Mother as a wedding gift in 1923. Later, pearls and 
diamonds from this piece were used to create an 
exquisite tiara in the famous lotus flower design.









Chinese Valentine’s
The legend of a beautifully sorrowful tale, filled with 
ethereal imagery and romance. Celebrate love with 
this meaningful and stunningly detailed collection.



The Qixi Festival is a Chinese festival that celebrates a story 
from Chinese mythology, the annual meeting of Niulang 
the cowherd and Zhinu, a weaver girl from the heavens. 
Some believe that if it rains during the Qixi Festival then 
Zhinu is crying as she reunites with Niulang and her family 
again each year, with the help of the Jade Emperor.











Dancing Fans
The ancient Chinese fan dance highlights graceful 
movement with delicate poses, the fans themselves 
reflecting the highest level of craftsmanship.







Pumpkins
As summer harvests end and winter approaches, 
cultures around the world found different meaning 
in these wonderful fruits, as symbols of wealth and 
abundance, or carved into helpful lanterns.





Golden Wheat
An epitome of grace and elegance, our ultimate 
wheat collection defines true art and craftsmanship.





For thousands of years, the rich harvest of wheat 
continues to be an important time for many cultures. 
We celebrate the honest simplicity and history of this 
ongoing relationship between people and nature.









Contact
Instagram: lovesahiofficial
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